Paterson Mills
24 ½ Van Houten St Redevelopment Plan
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History of Paterson
The City of Paterson is located in Northeastern New Jersey near waterfalls on
the Passaic River. It was incorporated as a town in 1831. The settlement was named
after former Governor of New Jersey and signer of the United States Constitution,
William Paterson (1746-1806). Alexander Hamilton is often called the "Founder of
Paterson" because of his vision in July of 1778. On route to Paramus, General George
Washington, the Marquis de Lafayette, his aide-de-camp Colonel James McHenry, and
Colonel Alexander Hamilton stopped at what was then called the Totowa Falls.
Hamilton felt it was a fantastic setting for the heart of a new nation, perfectly situated for
a new manufacturing citadel.
When Alexander Hamilton became Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States, he had but one place in mind for his "New National Manufactory". Hamilton
stressed in multiple pieces of legislation this point. Finally, the New Jersey Legislature
passed a law establishing the charter of SUM, "The Society for Establishing Useful
Manufactures". Hamilton was chief adviser and most active volunteer for the society.
The substantial power of the waterfalls eventually drove Paterson to become one
of the first industrial centers in the United States. Engineers, entrepreneurs, artisans
and inventors were drawn to this new technology center. French trained architect,
engineer and city planner Pierre L’Enfant, was the first general superintendent for the
SUM project. He proposed to harness power from the falls by a channel through the
rock in an aqueduct. The society directors felt that L'Enfant was taking too long and was
over budget. He was replaced by Peter Colt, who got the water flowing for the new
factories in 1794. Colt used a less complicated plan than L'Enfant based on a reservoir
system. Eventually Colt's scheme developed problems and a system nearer L'Enfant's
original plan was used after 1846.
By 1870, nearly fifty percent of the silk made in the United States was produced
in Paterson. Its industries provided the sail cloth for Yankee clipper ships, the revolvers
and firearms that tamed the Wild West, and locomotives which pulled freight that built a
nation. Silk products created a golden age for the "Silk City". In the early part of the
twentieth century, the silk mills of Paterson fell victim to labor strife and never
recovered. The history of Paterson and the American industrial revolution are preserved
today as the Great Falls National Historic Landmark. It is this rich history of trials and
tribulations which we cleverly coined “Pax Patriotica” that has inspired our
redevelopment.
In 1910, S.U.M. convinced mill owners to switch to electricity. Thomas Edison's
Electric Company drew up plans for a 4849 kilowatt hydroelectric facility. It operated
from 1914 until 1969. In 1984, the plant was restored with the replacement of three of
the four turbines. In 1986 the plant was restarted and now generates 11,000 kilowatts
per hour, enough electricity for 11,000 homes. The Great Falls again power Paterson
and the surrounding area over 223 years since Alexander Hamilton first conceived the
idea.
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Paterson Demographics
In 2017, Paterson had a population of 148,000 people. Between 2016 and 2017
its population grew from 146,894 to 147,890, a 0.678% increase. Paterson is very
diverse. 60.7% are Hispanic or Latino, 25.7% are Black or African American, and 8.49%
are White. The median age is 33. Since the national average is 38.2 years old we know
that Paterson has an above average percentage of young people that would actively
benefit from our mixed use project. 29% of the population lives below the poverty line.
This is well above the national average of 13.1%. Although the median property value is
$235,500, slightly above the national average of $217,600. Apartments are in high
demand since home ownership is only 26.9%. This is significantly below the national
average of 64.8%. As with many manufacturing cities, Paterson has seen turbulent
economic times due to macroeconomic conditions and the loss of jobs to foreign
markets. The median household income of $36,106 is well below New Jersey’s average
of $76,475. However, the economic growth is promising. Paterson recently saw
incomes grow by an average of 6.06% and Employment grew by 4.4%
Client Goals
When evaluating this development we thought it was of the utmost importance to
consider the intentions of the client. It is stressed that this project should be inviting to
the community. As previously stated, Paterson has an illustrious history that began with
the Founding Fathers. Paterson became such a robust manufacturing hub because
Alexander Hamilton saw it as an ideal location to establish, what he considered to be,
the backbone of the new independent nation. With this in mind, we set out to make this
redevelopment not just a shiny jewel in the middle of blue-collar city, but rather a
beacon of light that pioneers the resurgence of this once hallowed American city, one
that recognizes the peaks and valleys of its history and welcomes a blending of the past
with the future. Additionally, the client envisioned the value of this site not only through
the restoration of the buildings but the entire landscape. We see great value in
emphasizing all the space the site has to offer and with this in mind we aim to present a
ample amount of greenspace. This greenspace is not solely for the new urbanist
traditionalist but rather as a capstone piece of Paterson Mills. The client mentioned in
their original plans that the demolition of the building which runs parallel to the river
allows for a fresh outlook, led by a creation of a walking path or trail. The walking path
along the outside of this development will be kept in mind when going through every
step of the construction process. This trail is one that offers a sensational opportunity for
us to weave elements of historic charm into Paterson Mills.
Another aspect of the client’s plan that we see of paragon importance is the
introduction or rather a re-introduction of a directed culture. In the past Paterson was
the silk city, heavily reliant on manufacturing. We see the value in keeping this fact in
mind going forward. However, we also see value in introducing a contemporary vision of
what Paterson can embrace. This vision is centered around innovation, both in design
and theme of the development. This is most apparent on the fifth floor of the largest of
the three buildings which we named, “The Lafayette”. As designated by the client, we
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are enthusiastic about the floor being dedicated to the arts. A space where
professionals or students can create cutting-edge content while embracing this
location’s unique characteristics. Artists actively contribute to a neighborhood’s
character and add to the economic potential of a community.
Paterson Great Falls Redevelopment Plan Objectives
Central goals of the Paterson Great Falls Redevelopment Plan are to integrate
new development and planned park space into the historic fabric of the area, enhance
the area’s tourism opportunities, create pedestrian-focused connections, and revitalize
Paterson’s historic core. The concept of the plan goes hand-in-hand with Paterson’s
Master Plan and other planning efforts on this historic site. The redevelopment plan
includes 10 objectives, all which tie in with our proposed development.
The first objective is to revitalize the Historic Mills District of the city. Paterson is
home to the country’s second largest waterfall and has such a rich history, but the
tourism efforts need to be increased. The Great Falls National Historic Park had
308,000 visitors in 2017, up from 177,000 the year before. The increase was attributed
to the many events and programs that were held at the park such as the “Eclipse Party”.
With the improvements to historical buildings, the smokestack, and the addition of a
river walk, Paterson Mills will definitely add to the town’s historic aesthetics.
The second objective is to create connections between the redevelopment area
and the Great Falls National Historic Park. Once Paterson’s river walk project is entirely
complete, pedestrians will be able to get from the base of the Great Falls directly to
Paterson Mills all while staying enjoying the view of the river.
The third objective is to preserve historical structures through their adaptive
reuse. We plan to maintain the brick of our main buildings, rebuild the bridge between
The Lafayette and a smaller building in the southwestern corner of the site which we
named “The Cruz Cultural Center”, refurbish the smoke stack, and adding several
historical exhibits. This site will not only preserve, but enhance the city’s historic
prominence.
The fourth objective is to support local artists through opportunities designed to
promote their ability to work and live in the area. Paterson Mills is the perfect place for
artists to both live and work. The fifth floor of the Lafayette is 16,300 square feet (sf)
dedicated to art and film production. There are several creative amenities like our artist
work pods, coworking space, and recording studio. Also, our greenspace, river walk,
waterfall picnic area, and amphitheater will strike creativity into those who choose to
work on the property. Lastly, there will be apartments so that artists can live, work, and
play.
The fifth objective is to promote mixed-use development. The plan encourages
structures that provide both residential and neighborhood commercial uses as well as
open space and recreational uses. Our site features plenty of mixed-use as well as
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being open to the public. The retail, river walk, common space and greenspace will
allow people to flow through the property. Paterson Mills will be a place for residents,
workers, shoppers, tourists, and anyone else who wants to enjoy what the property has
to offer.
The sixth objective is to foster development of pedestrian-oriented infrastructure
and streetscapes that create a safe community. Our development adds both a river walk
and parking is directed to the public parking garage across the street so that traffic
within the property is limited to deliveries, and the designated Uber Pick-up. Cars and
trucks will be limited to 5 mph within the property to keep walkers safe. Also, being a
mixed-use community center takes pedestrian traffic off the streets and into our center.
The seventh objective is to support the Great Falls National Historical Park. As
previously mentioned, our river walk will be one piece of a city wide collaboration which
leads directly to The Great Falls. Our waterfall picnic area and historical exhibits will
bring attention to the country’s second largest waterfall.
The eighth objective is to promote energy efficiency and sustainability. Our
extensive green space, green roof, AquaCore technology to track energy usage, and
multi-stream recycling are some of the ways this project will support sustainability
initiatives.
The ninth objective of the plan is to provide quality housing options to attract new
residents to the area. The 58 units at Paterson Mills will be the newest and class A
apartments on the market. They will surely attract young talent who will also be able to
work and bring economic revitalization to Paterson.
The last objective is to work with other planning efforts to promote the National
Historic Park. Efforts to promote all Paterson has to offer, especially the park, will surely
be tied into all of our buildings. For example, our lobbies will feature artwork and
descriptions of Paterson’s history and the Great Falls National Historical Park.
Site Overview and Zoning
The subject property is located at 24 ½ Van Houten Street it contains four
parcels (lots 13, 14, 16, and 17) of tax block 4601. The site is zoned AR-1 Adaptive
Reuse and Infill District. This zone provides for adaptive reuse of historic mill structures
and permit infill development in a contextually sensitive manner where historically
significant structures do not currently exist. The intent is to maintain the historic
buildings’ exterior features and architecture while allowing for the renovation of the
interior to provide residential uses and community-based services to the neighborhood.
Our uses are all permitted by zoning guidelines. However, due to historic building height
constraints we will apply for a variance on each of our buildings. We believe that the
identity of all historically significant structures is maintained and, in many ways
improved. We are dedicated to the preservation of these historic buildings and have
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taken initiative by using brick which blends seamlessly with the original façade,
rebuilding the cast iron bridge which once connected the two street facing buildings,
structurally stabilizing each of the dilapidated structures, and dedicating areas within
each of our three buildings to educating visitors through historical exhibits or artwork.
We also sacrificed space which could have been used for several revenue-generating
apartments on the top floor of The Lafayette when we set the additional floor back ten
feet from the original perimeter, so that the historic feel of the site’s central building is
not disrupted. Additionally we planned for the reactivation of the raceway adjacent to
Van Houten Street.
It also lies within the GFNP Great Falls National Historic Park District. The
purpose of this classification is to permit a range of uses that enhance and support the
Great Falls National Historical Park. Paterson Mills dedicates expansive greenspace to
be utilized by tourists of the Great Falls. These include a lighted river walk which leads
to the base of the falls, an amphitheater that can be utilized by the park to show historic
reenactments, special events, or educational presentations, an open air pavilion, and a
waterfall picnic area. We believe that we will be issued a variance for the requirement
that a minimum of 50% of any ground level, street-facing façade should be transparent.
Our design incorporates all of the original windows and more on added floors. We
believe that making over 50% of all street facing façade transparent will break our
exceptional standards for historic preservation and compromise the original glory of the
mills.
TZ Equities is devoted to creating a product which enhances the experience of
tourists visiting the Great Falls National Historic Park, while elevating Paterson’s
economic base by creating a community center which encapsulates the rich history of
the city and fosters communal pride and prosperity for the surrounding neighborhoods.
Paterson Mills Summary
There are three prominent structures at Paterson Mills. The Cruz Cultural Center
is located in the southwestern corner of the property. It features artistic work pods, a
recording studio, a yoga studio, coworking space, and a spiral staircase which runs from
the historic lobby to a greenhouse observatory. The Lafayette runs from the
southeastern corner to the northeastern quadrant. It contains ground floor retail,
creative offices, a massive film studio, apartments, and a bridge connecting visitors to
the Cruz Cultural Center. The Hamilton is in the northeastern corner of the site and
connects visitors to the Paterson Great Falls River Walk through large glass paned
overhead doors and its historic lobby. It contains five floors of apartments, and a green
roof with a fire pit and outdoor lounge area. Paterson Mills also has extensive
greenspace. There are multiple attractions to tourists. Such as, a community wide river
walk, amphitheater, waterfall picnic area, and rebuilding of the raceway adjacent to Van
Houten Street.
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Paterson Mills Architectural Rendering

The Lafayette
The Largest of the three buildings, The Lafayette, will be our flagship property.
We plan on redeveloping the 86,125 sf warehouse which lies in the southeastern corner
of the property into a mix of creative office, local retail, apartments, and an artistic film
studio. The first floor will be a social marketplace we named The Washington
Commons. It will consist of ten 1,000 sf and two 3,400 sf retail spaces. We hope to
incorporate the multicultural flavors of Paterson by attracting local restaurants and street
vendors to several locations on the ground floor. There will also be 925 sf of common
area. In this space we will allow local artists to display their work. Our vision for the
Lafayette Commons comes from bustling city centers like the Reading Terminal Market
in Philadelphia, or Chelsea Market in New York City. Washington Commons will be a
vibrant representation of the city’s richly diverse population.
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The Washington Commons is modeled after Chelsea Market in New York City and Reading Terminal Market in Philadelphia

Floors two, three, and four will consist of flexible office space suited for modern,
innovative, companies. On each level there will be 16,300 sf of office space with open
floor plans, plenty of natural light, and movable walls which will allow organizations to
adapt to their ever changing needs. Today’s businesses require amenities like ultra-high
speed internet and flexible workspaces that boost efficiency and creativity. Each floor
will also have 925 sf of common area. The third story common area will have an
additional feature. We plan on constructing a cast iron walkway which will connect The
Lafayette and The Cruz Cultural Center in an effort to restore the historical architecture.
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The Lafayette features creative office space suited for modern businesses

In the fifth story we will draw artistic film producers, content creators, or local
colleges. We believe Montclair State University’s College of the Arts, or possibly the
American Academy of Arts in New York City will utilize the unique area. The spacious,
beauty of this studio space will be cherished by the artistic vision of true creators. This
floor will consist of 16,300 sf of studio space with 925 sf of common area.
The original building is five floors with 86,125 sf. We will add a sixth floor to the
structure which consists of ten studios at 450 sf and eight one-bedroom apartments at
600 sf. This sixth floor will be recessed 10 feet from the edge of the building in order to
preserve its historical look. With 819 sf of common space the total floor plate adds
10,119 sf. The materials and architecture will be seamlessly blended into the preexisting warehouse. Each unit will have skylights to allow for natural light and large
windows to take in sweeping views of Paterson. Additional improvements to the building
include structural improvements, cleaning up any health hazards like asbestos and lead
paint which are currently in the warehouse, a new staircase, and an elevator. Lafayette
will be Paterson’s marquee property which possesses a mixture of uses and introduces
the concept of live, work, play to Paterson Mills.
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Paterson Mills street view featuring The Lafayette (right) and The Cruz Cultural Center (left)

The Cruz Cultural Center
In the southwestern corner or the property rests a distinctive five-story structure.
At 10,955 total square feet the relatively small floor plates do not present challenges,
but provide opportunity for innovative uses. The center is named after Victor Cruz, a
former All-Pro wide receiver and Super Bowl Champion. Prior to setting an NFL record
for the longest recorded touchdown pass with the New York Giants, Mr. Cruz was a
student athlete at Paterson Catholic High School. The Paterson native truly embodies
the spirit of this city, with his humble beginnings, perseverance through adversity, worldclass talent, and entrepreneurial endeavors. This cultural center will create an
experience that ties together Paterson’s history with its multicultural present, and bright
future.
The first floor represents the first chapter in the story of Paterson. It will contain a
lobby that is filled with historical exhibits, and artwork. We hope to give visitors an
immersive experience upon entering the lobby that helps them better understand the
city’s origin. The second floor will progress to the modern, multicultural city. It will hold a
mixture of artistic work pods, a recording studio for local musicians, and a community
yoga studio. We decided to include a recording studio since Paterson is home to the
Grammy nominated R&B and rap artist, Willie Junior Maxwell II. Mr. Maxwell is known
worldwide by his stage name, Fetty Wap. Additionally the second story will feature a
cast iron bridge which connects Lafayette and the Cruz Cultural Center. On the third
and fourth floor we will include coworking space which can either be leased to budding
entrepreneurs or small businesses. This space will offer an incubator to the innovative
and diverse thinkers which make up this dynamic community. The fifth floor possesses
some of the best views of Paterson, so it is only fitting to show off the vision of some of
the best artists in an observatory and art gallery. This space will also double as a small
premier theatre for productions of the film company or college that creates content in
the Lafayette’s fifth floor.
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Representation of the artic work pods in The Cruz Cultural Center’s second floor

The rooftop will be a beautiful representation of Paterson’s bright future and
regenerative growth. We plan on transforming the space into a glass-enclosed
greenhouse that will hold a year-round community garden. Rooftop garden spaces will
be rented for personal use or by non-profits like Paterson’s City Green which promotes
urban agricultural projects.

A closer look at the greenhouse and observatory located on the roof of the Cruz Cultural Center
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The Hamilton
Adjacent to The Lafayette, on the northeastern corner of our site, is a two story
historical building. Former owners of the site have already made significant changes to
the building by removing the second floor internally so that the external height did not
change. However, the building effectively operates as a single story warehouse. We
plan on making structural improvements, to the property and adding an additional five
floors of modular apartments. By utilizing modular units stacked on top of one another
we will reduce our construction costs by 25%. It will house four 450 sf studios, two 600
sf one-bedroom, two 950 sf two-bedroom apartments, and 290 sf of common area per
floor. Producing a total of 40 units and 30,840 sf including the 5,140 sf lobby. We
utilized the roof as a resident amenity. By transforming it into a green roof with a fire pit
and outdoor lounge as a shared gathering place it helps foster a sense of community
amongst those that call The Hamilton home.

A look inside The Hamilton’s class A, modular, apartments

This building is named after Alexander Hamilton who, along with George
Washington and Marquis de Lafayette visited the falls in 1778 following the battle of
Monmouth. During their visit Hamilton introduced the idea of using the falls to power the
nation's first industrialized city now known as the City of Paterson. During Hamilton’s
term as America’s first Treasury Secretary he planned the development and named it
after William Paterson the Governor of New Jersey.
Since the lobby is adjacent to the Passaic River we will open it to the river walk
with glass-paned overhead doors that create natural airflow on warm days. We also
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hope to make the pattern of foot traffic transition from The Lafayette through the lobby
of The Hamilton and then out to the river walk. The lobby will contain exhibits and
artwork to educate the visitors on the history of the Great Falls. An open concept on this
floor will also allow the space to hold events for numerous historical societies.

View from the Hamilton’s green roof

River Walk
One of the key initiatives of the Paterson Great Falls Redevelopment is creating
a public river walk along the Passaic River. Our portion will be complete with benches,
shade trees, an open air pavilion, and an amphitheater. The amphitheater and pavilion
will function as public spaces during the day and may be used by the Great Falls
National Historic Park, with the option for private entertainers to lease the amphitheater
and lawn for performances.

A closer look at the river walk which extends from the base of the Great Falls
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Greenspace
Our team wanted to add quality greenspace to the site. In order to generate a
sense of relaxed enjoyment for the beauty of the river walk and the redeveloped area.
We dedicated much of the western half of Paterson Mills to an open lawn and picnic
area. As a reference to the discovery of the Great Falls we placed several picnic tables
by a large waterfall fountain. So that visitors may rest at the falls like Alexander
Hamilton, George Washington, and Marquis de Lafayette.

Have a picnic by the falls

New Jersey Aided Funding
One of the many benefits of taking on this project is access to New Jersey aided
financing from the New Jersey Economic Development Authority (NJEDA) via the Real
Estate Impact Fund. The goal of the Real Estate Impact Fund is to support and foster
redevelopment in strategic urban and other significant locations that would not
otherwise occur in the near term and to strengthen existing and catalyze future
development opportunities and private investment. The fund advances economic
development by supporting projects consistent with local redevelopment plans or
strategies, attract private investment, and by creating or retaining jobs.
There are two components to this fund. The private component allows for up to
$3 million to developers and not-for-profit organizations for costs associated with
projects located within Targeted Areas. Paterson is one of these Target Areas
according to P.L. 1978, c. 14 (N.J.S.A. 52:27D-178 et seq.) as of SFY 2017. Our project
meets all requirements for the private component and we will be seeking the maximum
loan amount of $3,000,000 with a 3% interest rate and 10 year term. Our
redevelopment will also be eligible for the public component. For this we will pursue a
maximum loan amount of $750,000 with a 3% interest rate and 10 year term.
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Financial Assumptions
When preparing the financial analysis of the redevelopment project we made
several financial assumptions based on current market conditions and general trends
within each product type represented in Paterson Mills’ mix of uses. The Financial
assumptions are as follows:
Land Costs – We assumed that the site was purchased for $4,500,000. This
assumption was provided by the client during the site tour.
Contingency Reserve – Due to the risk involved with unforeseen structural issues of the
antiquated buildings, portions of The Hamilton’s lobby being located in a 100 year flood
plain, and overall speculative nature of this redevelopment we allocated 5% of total
project costs to contingency.
Construction Cost Reduction – We are redeveloping three pre-existing structures and
they do not require complete ground-up construction. Also, all of the apartments are
modular units further reducing costs. We have determined a 50% cost reduction based
on what we would incurred had we conducted all new construction. This cost reduction
is present while calculating the hard costs for each product type. We decided our
projected minimum and maximum price for developing new multifamily residential units,
retail area – both the ground floor retail in the Washington Commons and various art
spaces, and for the various commercial offices within the project based on research
found in national databases pertaining to New Jersey specific developments. The cost
reduction factor was applied to calculate the following range of hard costs per square
foot for each designation.
Hard Costs - Residential Condos/Apartments: $90.00 - $125.00
Hard Costs – Retail Commons: $77.50 - $107.50
Hard Costs – Retail Art Space: $87.50 - $125.00
Hard Costs – Commercial Office and Coworking: $92.50 - $127.50
Soft Costs – Soft costs average around 35% of total construction costs for most
developments. We broke down these individual soft costs in terms of total construction
costs. 2% soft in legal fees, 15% for site improvements, 3% in environmental tests, 8%
for architectural fees, 1% in engineering fees, a developer fee of 2%, permitting fees of
1%, and impact fees of 3%.
Leasing Considerations – During lease-up we will permit 1 month of free rent for our
new tenants to prepare their spaces. General vacancy once stabilized is based amongst
averages of stabilized properties. We will assume a stabilized occupancy of 95%. We
have also modeled a 1% loss to lease and 1% in bad debt expenses.
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Multifamily Operations – We understand that leasing our units will be a gradual process.
Given the fact that these apartments will be at the top of Paterson’s market we may
need to attract many new tenants outside of the current market. Our occupancy
assumption starts at 85% occupied gradually increasing to 97%. We expect occupancy
to stabilize after the third year of operations since occupancy of our units will realistically
grow with the implementation of the Paterson Great Falls Redevelopment Plan. As new,
exciting businesses move into surrounding developments the amount of potential
residents seeking class A apartments in downtown Paterson will rise. We expect
operating expenses to average at 35% effective gross revenue.
Multifamily Rents – Rents for all of our multifamily units were based upon class A
housing rates but remain on the conservative end of regional housing prices due to the
low median household income of Paterson. The starting monthly rental price ranges are
depicted below.
Unit Type
Studio
1 Bedroom
2 Bedroom

Minimum Monthly Rate
$850
$1,000
$1,500

Maximum Monthly Rate
$1,000
$1,250
$2,000

We also instituted rent bumps of 3% per year to protect against inflation and economic
uncertainty.
Office Operations – There are three primary offices available. Each is listed at
17,225 square feet of rentable space. Given the needs of commercial tenants we expect
the offices to be leased by only three tenants, so filling our needs will not be difficult as
this will be amongst the most desirable commercial locations in the market. The
coworking space is minor compared to our larger commercial spaces and we expect
this space to also be fully occupied since residents of our apartments, and the artists in
surrounding neighborhoods will be drawn to the attractive location. Additionally,
operating expenses are set at an average of 35% effective gross revenue. The average
yearly price per square foot in our commercial offices is $22.73 and coworking space
averages $25.35 per square foot. As with multifamily rates we also modeled for 3%
commercial rent bumps.
Retail Operations – Retail rents were set at market rates and adjusted based on the
quality of tenant and square footage leased. Yearly rent per square foot varies between
$20 per square foot and $28 per square foot. For the complete breakdown of retail rents
refer to the financial information in the financial model.
Financing – As previously stated we are seeking NJEDA financing of $3,750,000 which
has a standard 3% interest rate over 10 years. We will also be financing through a
traditional construction loan of $6,847,671.21 or 60% LTC. Based on the low interest
rates currently available we have assumed a 5% interest rate and a term of 3 years.
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Terminal Cap Rate and Sale Value – When solving for the terminal value of Paterson
Mills We selected a conservative exit capitalization rate of 9% which reflects market
uncertainty, and risks of long term investment in Paterson. The forward NOI represents
a realistic annual NOI growth rate of 2% given our 3% rent bumps.
Financial Highlights
TZ Equities is proud to highlight the investment’s promising financial returns.
Paterson Mills boasts an average yearly NOI Yield of 33.1% with an average annual
debt service coverage ratio of 3.81. The unlevered IRR is 17.7%, and the levered IRR is
45.7%. An LP investment of $1,252,328 would yield a $5,773,317 distribution with an
equity multiple of 4.61x. A GP investment of $3,756,985 would return $17,319,952
which also has an equity multiple of 4.61x.
Financial Model
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